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church or churches being their main function, Various
attempts had been made to impose a rule upon these secular
canons, without much permanent effect; in England many
cathedrals had been put in charge of monks. Canons regular
were in effect monks performing the duties of secular canons.
Leading a common life with no individual possessions, they
differed from secular canons, who normally had their own
prebends and houses and when residing allowances from
the common fund as well. They differed from monks, on the
other hand, in that their work lay frequently outside the
monastery, in the service of cathedral or parish churches;
moreover, their Rule was an easier one than the monastic.
The original and the most important Order of regular canons,
Augustinian the Augustinian, first appears in the eleventh century. Its
beginnings are shrouded in obscurity, since the Augustinians
themselves traced them back to St. Augustine, and based
their Rule on the instructions he had given to a community
of religious women. In the twelfth century they spread
throughout Western Europe, and they played an important
part in revivifying ecclesiastical life; but after this century
the right to serve parish churches was denied to them by
canon law, and it then becomes difficult to distinguish them
Premonstra- from ordinary monks.   Another Order of regular canons,
tensian more strict in its Rule, was able to preserve more definitely
its individuality. This was the Premonstratensian, founded
by St. Norbert at Premontr6 in the diocese of Laon in 1120.
With the advice and assistance of his friend St. Bernard, he
made the Rule of St. Augustine more severe by the addition
of customs derived from the Cistercian Rule. In 1126 Nor-
bert became archbishop of Magdeburg, and under his guidance
Premonstratensian canons were responsible for the spread of
Christianity in Brandenburg. Perhaps in consequence of
their missionary work, the service of parish churches remained
a feature of this Order. Connected with the Orders of canons
Military regular were the Military Orders founded at Jerusalem as a
result of the crusades. Their Rule was largely based on the
Augustinian, because they too were principally concerned
with work outside their monasteries, in their case military
service against the Moslems. Military Orders were founded
also in the Spanish peninsula, in Castile and Portugal,1 partly
1 Cf. above, pp. 343-4,

